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Abstract
Hemispatial neglect is a visual-perceptual
disorder characterized by a conscious and otherwise
alert individual’s failure to respond to a meaningful
stimulus presented to the side opposite a right
hemisphere brain lesion.
In recent years researchers have demonstrated the
existence of a neglect phenomenon in normal subjects
which appears as the opposite of that experienced by
brain injured subjects.

This phenomenon is referred to

as "pseudoneglect" and is demonstrated by horizontal
line bisection to the left of true center.
Researchers have suggested that pseudoneglect may
be explained by preferential right hemisphere
processing for visuospatial stimulation.

The purpose

of this study was to determine how the demonstration of
pseudoneglect correlates with a valid measure of right
hemisphere processing efficiency and contrasts with a
valid measure of left hemisphere processing efficiency.
In addition, a test-retest condition was included to
determine the stability of pseudoneglect over time.
The tasks used to demonstrate pseudoneglect were a
paper and pencil line bisection task consisting of long
(100 mm.) and short

(20 mm.) horizontal lines, and a

computer version of this same task used for comparison.

Subjects were 30 male and 30 female right handed
undergraduate students reporting no evidence of brain
injury or visual problems.

The relationships between

right and left hemisphere processing efficiency and
pseudoneglect defined by three different operational
criteria were examined.
The results of this study failed to support the
theory that pseudoneglect is related to preferential
right hemisphere processing for visual-spatial stimuli.
Only the long lines of the paper and pencil bisection
task were modestly reliable as measures of
pseudoneglect which was exhibited by some, but not all
of the subjects.
An unexpected finding was that males appear to
score higher on measures of right hemisphere activation
and exhibit more pseudoneglect than females, but there
was no evidence that these effects were significantly
correlated.
The results of this study were interpreted as
suggesting that males are more asymmetrically organized
than females, both sexes may employ verbal processing
strategies resulting in left rather than right
hemisphere activation on the visouspatial tasks used
here, and that the line bisection measures employed
have generally poor reliability.

Predicting Pseudoneglect by Right Hemisphere Activation
People with acquired disorders of vision and
perception may show a variety of specific symptoms that
may appear singly or in clusters.

One of these is

hemi-inattention or hemispatial neglect, a
visual-perceptual disorder characterized by a conscious
and otherwise alert individual’s failure to report,
respond t o , or orient to a novel or meaningful stimulus
presented

to the side opposite a brain lesion.

phenomenon is

often referred to as "neglect".

This
It can

be ruled out of consideration if the deficit can be
attributed entirely to a sensory or motor defect
(Heilman, Watson, & Valenstein,

1985).

Individuals exhibiting neglect may appear to have
genuine sensory losses, but can often identify stimuli
on the affected side when their attention is
specifically directed to do so.

Right brain stroke

(CVA) patients with neglect are often unaware of
left-sided external space and may fail to recognize
their left arms and legs unless cues are given
(Gouvier, Webster, & Warner,
an

1986).

It is possible for

individual with left hemisphere damage to

experience right neglect, but left neglect among people
with a right hemisphere lesion is a much more common
problem (Friedland and Weinstein,

1977).

Pseudoneglect in normals
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A person with left hemispatial neglect seems
unaware of left-sided external space.

People with

right sided C V A ’s who exhibit neglect frequently show
anosognosia,

or an unawareness of their deficits.

As

the person tries to locate "midline" of the visual
field, which by their reckoning lies in the right
peripheral visual field, extreme behaviors may result,
e.g. some people have had to be tied to their beds to
keep them from repeatedly turning and turning toward
their right side (Gouvier and Warner,

1987).

For most

individuals exhibiting neglect, the resultant behaviors
may be less severe, but still disruptive.

It is not

uncommon for individuals with neglect to draw only the
right side of a figure they are asked to copy or to eat
food only from the right side of a plate.

One can

easily imagine the serious consequences of
self-navigation under conditions when the right visual
field is perceived as the entire visual field.
Credit for the initial documentation of neglect
belongs to Riddoch, who in 1935 described two patients
without any disturbance of central vision who
experienced visual disorientation limited to homonymous
half-fields

(Heilman, Watson, and Valenstein,

1985).

Pseudoneglect in normals
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Subsequent studies have added to our knowledge of the
behavioral deficits associated with neglect, but have
yet to offer a comprehensive account of this phenomena.
Theories of Neglect
Heilman and Watson (1977) have reviewed the
research on hemispatial neglect and described four
general theories.

The first theory suggests that

neglect is caused by a perceptual defect.

Brain (1941)

postulated a visuospatial agnosia explanation where the
parietal lobe maintains a sensory body schema which
when lesioned causes the person to fail to recognize
contralateral parts of the body or external space.
Others have suggested that the disorder underlying the
syndrome is not a defect in spatial relations, but a
defect in spatial perception.
Hornstein,

Denny-Brown, Meyer, and

(1952) describe neglect as an inability to

synthesize more than a few properties of a sensory
stimulus.
A second theory views neglect as both a defect in
sensation and altered mental status.

When the lateral

portion of the mesencephalon is interrupted, neglect is
induced.

Sprague, Chambers, and Stellar

(1961) noted

that this region contains ascending sensory pathways,
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and that neglect may be caused by loss of sensory input
to the neocortex, but in a recent review, Heilman,
Watson, and Valenstein

(1985) addressed the inadequacy

of sensory loss as a sufficient explanation of neglect.
They suggested that hemianopia may play a part in the
symptomatology of neglect but cannot entirely account
for the deficit because not all individuals with
neglect are hemianopic.

In addition, persons with

hemianopia but without neglect perform essentially the
same in visual discrimination of bisected lines as do
individuals with neither hemianopia nor neglect.
Gouvier, Bua, Blanton, and Urey (1987) provide
support for the role of mental status in neglect based
on the assumption that there is a relationship between
sensory processing and mental status.

They described

brain-injured patients whose performance on a battery
of measures of neglect fluctuated with improvements and
deteriorations in mental status as measured by the Mini
Mental State Exam (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh,

1975).

The third theory describes neglect as a defect in
attention or arousal.
Watson,

Heilman and Watson (1977), and

Miller, and Heilman (1977) observed that both

humans and animals exhibit a paucity of movement on the
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side contralateral to a hemispheric lesion even when
the lesion does not involve motor areas.

Their

conclusion is that neglect is caused by a unilateral
attentional or arousal defect, which causes the
organism to fail to adequately process sensory or
perceptual information on the side opposite the lesion
This theory may be oversimplified, however, as neglect
is not an "all or none" phenomenon.

Individuals with

neglect may vary in the location and nature of
hemispheric lesions as well as severity of neglect
exhibited (Freidland and Weinstein,

1977).

The fourth theory has also been offered as an
explanation of sensory extinction of double
simultaneous stimulation and suggests that there is a
suppression of activity in the damaged hemisphere by
the intact hemisphere.
suggest, however,

Heilman and Watson (1977)

that the notion of total suppression

of sensory functioning in the damaged hemisphere is
extreme, and that more likely the damaged side
processes information more slowly and is also more
subject to interference from the intact hemisphere.
This suggests a distortion process rather than a
suppression of activity and is referred to as the

Pseudoneglect in normals
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interhemispheric distortion hypothesis.
Other researchers have provided support for this
hypothesis.

Birch, Belmont, and Karp (1964) reported a

difference between brain-injured subjects and controls
in response to successive auditory stimulation.

The

control group tended to judge successive stimuli as
equal in intensity or to overestimate the intensity of
the second stimuli.

Brain-injured subjects tended to

underestimate the second stimuli.

Birch et a l .

suggested that this reflects a difference in the
patterning of excitation-inhibition balance due to
brain-injury whereby the injured hemisphere processes
information more slowly than the intact hemisphere.
In a subsequent study Birch, Belmont, and Karp
(1965)

found that the brain-injured patients showed a

marked increase in time required to return to a normal
level of responsiveness after each stimulation in
comparison with normal controls.

This finding is

consistent with the concept of slowed afferent
processing in the damaged hemisphere, and led Birch et
a l . to postulate that the slowing produced a direct
effect of a time lag in the synthesis of perceptual
information processed by both hemispheres as well as an
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indirect effect of vulnerability of the slowlyprocessing region to interference from the intact
region (Birch, Belmont, & Karp,

1967).

Other possible mechanisms were cited in a recent
review by Heilman, Watson, and Valenstein (1985).
Bisiach and Luzzatti

(1978) suggested that there is a

mental representation of the environment which is
structured topographically and mapped across the brain.
This representation is manifested as a mental visual
image of the environment which may be split between the
two hemispheres, with right hemisphere damage
producing a representational disorder for the left half
of the image.

Theoretically,

the authors believe that

this distortion may create the effect of a
"disconnection" of the right hemisphere from the visual
representation of left hemispace.
DeRenzi,

Colombo, Faglioni, and Gilbertoni

(1982)

found eye deviations to the right side in patients with
right hemisphere lesions and left neglect.

Heilman et

a l . suggest that this finding may represent a defect in
gaze which prevents patients from fully exploring the
left side of the stimulus.

It is doubtful, however,

that neglect may be fully explained by a simple defect
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in gaze mechanism as this explanation assumes the
integrity of visual-perceptual processing, and this
factor has not yet been ruled out of causative
consideration by current theories.

It also overlooks

the fact that manifestations of neglect are not limited
to the visual m o d a l i t y .
Kinsbourne

(1977) described control centers for

rightward and leftward orientation which are mutually
inhibitory in their interaction and located in
contralateral hemispheres.

He suggests that the

rightward orienting tendency is more powerful than the
leftward orienting tendency.

When right brain damage

occurs, the leftward orienting tendency will not exert
its counterinfluence on the rightward orienting
tendency, which results in unopposed rightward
orienting by the left hemisphere and creates left
neglect.

Kinsbourne regards this phenomenon as an

imbalance which is similar to the attention hypothesis
but representing a more active process.
Finally, Heilman, Watson, and Shulman,

(1974)

demonstrated that people with neglect may also
experience a unilateral auditory memory defect.
Subjects with neglect were asked to report the presence

Pseudoneglect in normals

of a stimulus either immediately after hearing it or
after an auditory distraction-filled interval.

They

found that distraction induced more of a defect in the
neglected ear than in the normal e a r .
In an attempt to rule out oculomotor effects,
Heilman, Valenstein, and Watson (1983), had normal
controls and patients with left neglect perform a task
that did not require vision.

The subjects closed their

eyes and pointed with their right hand first to their
sternum and then to an imaginary point in space that
was midline with their chest.

Neglect patients pointed

approximately 9 cm. to the right of midline, whereas
controls tended to point slightly to the left of
midline.

Since the task did not require visual or

somesthetic input from left hemispace,

these results

could not be attributed to an attention deficit or a
defect in hemispatial visual or somesthetic memory.
addition, because the subjects had no need to explore
left visual hemispace, an exploratory or gaze defect
could not account for the results.

These findings

appear most compatible with the representational map
hypothesis

(Bisiach and Luzzatti,

1978).

It is also

interesting to note that normals demonstrated a mild

In
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right neglect that will be described later as the
"pseudoneglect" phenomenon.
The performance of people with neglect cannot be
explained completely by a simple sensory deficit or any
of the theories cited above (Heilman, Watson, and
Valenstein,

1985).

The abnormal performance of brain

damaged individuals in contralesional space suggests
that brain mechanisms which mediate attention,
sensation, and behavior in opposite hemispace have been
disturbed.

This has led Heilman and collegues to

suggest that each hemisphere is responsible not only
for receiving stimuli from contralateral space and for
controlling contralateral limbs, but for attending in
contralateral space independent of which hand is used
(Heilman et al.,

1985).

Experimental evidence in normals suggests that
each hemisphere is organized, at least in part, to
mediate activity in contralateral hemispace (Anzola,
Bertoloni, Buchtel, and Rizzolatti,

1977).

Animal

analogue studies support the hypothesis that each
hemisphere mediates activity in contralateral hemispace
independent of the sensory hemifield or of the
extremity used.

The neural substrate underlying this
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hemispatial organization, however,

remains unknown.

Pseudoneglect
Another aspect of hemi-spatial neglect is the
demonstration of a neglect phenomenon in normal
subjects.

Bowers and Heilman (1980) examined the

performance of normals and patients with right-side
brain lesions on a line bisection task.

While right

brain-injured subjects who exhibited left neglect
tended to bisect a line to the right of its midpoint,
normal subjects
midpoint.

bisected the line to the left of its

These results occurred when the bisection

task was performed at midline or in right hemispace,
regardless of the hand used to perform the task.
Bowers and Heilman referred to this phenomenon as
"pseudoneglect", as the errors were opposite those made
by patients with left neglect, and they resemble a mild
variant of the perceptual error demonstrated in those
cases of patients with left hemisphere damage who
exhibit right neglect

(Freidland and Weinstein,

1977).

Other investigators have also described the
pseudoneglect phenomenon.

Bradshaw, Nathan, Nettleton,

Wilson, and P i e rs on ’s (1987) normal subjects
demonstrated pseudoneglect on a rod bisection task. The
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authors compared normal subjects and patients with
right brain damage exhibiting symptoms of hemispatial
neglect in free scanning and center fixation conditions
on visual and kinesthetic line bisection tasks.

Right

brain-injured subjects exhibited left neglect by
placing the subjective midline to the right of c e n t e r .
Normals, however,

exhibited right neglect or

pseudoneglect by bisecting the lines to the left of
center in all modalities tested, with the effect being
strongest with controlled center fixation.

The authors

suggest that these asymmetries relate to hemispace
perception rather than to kinesthetic or visual field
defects.

They suggest that the differences found in

center fixation conditions reflect asymmetries of
perception influenced by anatomical pathways and
hemispatial mapping.

Bradshaw et a l . also tested

whether perceptual salience plays a role by reducing
the salience of left-side stimuli in terms of
background contrast,

but found that hemispatial

salience did not influence the direction of bisections.
The experimenters also used black and white colored
rods and found that the color of the rods did not
affect performance.

Pseudoneglect in normals
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Bradshaw, Nathan, and Wilson (1985) investigated
sex effects on pseudoneglect with normal right-handed
subjects using a line bisection task similar to the one
reported above.

While psuedoneglect was exhibited, the

effect did not differ significantly between males and
fe m a l e s .
Other studies have

examined the effect of

handedness on pseudoneglect.
Kuslansky

Scarisbrick, Tweedy, and

(1987) had normal subjects bisect a line with

each hand and found that bisection occurred to the left
of true center regardless of hand used. While both
groups showed pseudoneglect,

left-handed subjects using

their left hand deviated significantly further left
than did right-handed subjects using their left hand.
Using a similar task, Petito (1987) also demonstrated
that left-handed subjects were slightly more prone to
pseudoneglect than right-handed subjects.
Overall,

the research suggests that pseudoneglect

is a naturally occurring phenomenon in normals that
occurs regardless of the hemispace presentation of the
stimulus, the color of the stimulus, the hand used to
perform the task, and the sex of the subject.
The demonstration of pseudoneglect has added new
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considerations to the study of neglect.

First,

it

suggests that neglect is not solely a result of trauma
to the brain and the neglect phenomena need to be
accounted for within the context of normal brain
functioning.

Researchers must go beyond models of

brain dysfunction in their explanations of neglect and
pseudoneglect.
A second consideration is that if pseudoneglect in
normals is a phenomenon similar to neglect in
brain-injured patients,

then the study of the mechanism

of pseudoneglect may aid the understanding of the
mechanisms of neglect.

In this instance,

it is easier

to study an intact organism than it is to study an
aspect of injury in an organism where the dysfunction
may extend beyond the effects being studied.
Theories of Pseudoneelect
Heilman, Bowers, and Watson (1984) studied a
patient with a partial callosal disconnection who
exhibited pseudoneglect.

Their hypothesis is that each

hemisphere not only attends to and recognizes
contralateral stimuli, but also mediates intentional
and behavioral processes to respond to those stimuli.
In this case, each hemisphere would process stimuli
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from the contralateral side, program movements of the
contralateral hand, and mediate attention-intention
within contralateral hemispace.
According to this hypothesis, Heilman et a l .
suggest that in their subject,

the hemisphere that

mediates sensory-motor processing and the hemisphere
that mediates attention-intention processing may be
dissociated.

This effect could be illustrated by the

person having his right arm cross the body midline

(to

the left) when required to carry out a task in the
opposite hemispace

(to the r i g h t ) .

At this point, the

afferent processors that control movement would be
mediated by a different hemisphere (right) than the
hemisphere that mediates attention-intention within
that hemispace
coordinated,

(left).

For these processes to be

communication between the two hemispheres

(via an intact callosum) would be necessary.

When the

communication is disrupted by a callosal lesion,
pseudoneglect occurred.
On a line bisection task, the subject with a
collosal disconnection and the right arm "crossed" so
that the right hand bisects lines in left hemispace,
should exhibit no influence by the right hemisphere

Pseudoneglect in normals
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because of the disconnection.

The attention-intention

function of the right hemisphere would be lost and
taken over by the left hemisphere which also mediates
sensory-motor processing of the right hand.

The

attention-intention processes of the disconnected left
hemisphere would therefore direct the sensory-motor
processing toward the contralateral hemispace or
effectively move the hand back to the right.

The

opposite effect should also occur when the left hand
bisects lines in right hemispace.

Heilman et a l .

reported that these theoretical predictions were
consistent with the performance of their subject.
Heilman, Bowers, and Watson describe additional
mechanisms which may contribute to or influence
pseudoneglect.

As suggested by DeRenzi et a l . (1982),

hemispatial neglect may represent an oculomotor
disorder.

Heilman et a l . believe that pseudoneglect

may be related to similar oculomotor mechanisms.

When

their collosal disconnection patient performed a line
bisection task, the hemisphere contralateral to the
hand performing the task became activated inducing
contralateral head and eye deviations.

With such

deviations to one side, the opposite side of the line
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may not have been fully seen.
A second possible explanation for the
pseudoneglect phenomena is offered by Bisiachi and
Luzzati

(1978), who have suggested that a

representational map may explain symptoms of neglect,
as when a topographic mental representation of the
environment which is mapped across the brain becomes
disrupted.

In this case, when the hand of the

collosally disconected patient must work in opposite
hemispace,

it may be disconnected from the mental

representation of that hemispace.

A third possible

explanation of this effect is provided by Heilman et
a l . (1983) who suggest a hemispatial attentionalintentional defect with an associated directional
hypokinesia.

If each hemisphere is important for

mediating activation and intention within and toward
the contralateral hemispace independent of hand used,
then collosal disconnection should result in each limb
erring toward its own hemispace.
Finally, Bradshaw, Nettleton,

Nathan, and Wilson

(1983) demonstrated a pseudoneglect with the left hand
underestimating true midpoint relative to the right
hand for normal subjects on a visual line bisection
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task.

They believe that as a subject's original hand

position moves away from a natural "home" position,
further movements in that direction may be perceived as
exaggerated;

this effect either being asymmetrical

about the midline or the s u bj ec t’s phenomenological
midline itself being shifted slightly to one side of
true midline.

In a later study, Bradshaw, Nettleton,

Nathan, and Wilson (1985) demonstrated pseudoneglect in
normal subjects asked to find the midpoint of a line
drawn on a sheet of paper.

The effect was highly

significant and showed no difference between males and
females.

In another study in the same experiment,

subjects showed reduced left-side underestimation when
bisecting a line while lying on their right side in a
horizontal posture.

The authors suggest that this

effect may be due to the retinal and gravitational
conditions being dissociated when the subject assumes
the horizontal posture.
Factors Influencing Pseudoneglect
While no theory has generated substantial
empirical support, the research suggests that
pseudoneglect is a naturally occurring phenomenon which
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merits further study.

Most of the currently published

studies have demonstrated pseudoneglect by utilizing
distance estimation tasks or line bisection tasks, with
the latter yielding the most reliable and consistent
demonstration of the effect.

The line bisection task is

often employed to obtain evidence of hemispatial
neglect or inattention and is believed to assess right
hemisphere visual-spatial perception (Heilman, Watson,
and Valenstein,

1985; Lezak,

1983).

Studies of visual

line bisection in normals have revealed that a
systematic error tendency does exist among the normal
population and efforts have been made to examine
factors influencing pseudoneglect.
Sex D if fe re nc es :

Investigators have explored the

hypothesis of a sex difference in pseudoneglect as
research in visual information processing has
inconsistently demonstrated the presence of
visuospatial processing differences for males and
females

(Nichelli, Manni, & Faglioni,

1983; Bradshaw &

Gates,

1978).

Inglis, Ruckman, Lawson, MacLean, and

Monga,

(1982), found that unilateral brain injury seems

to do more specific damage in men than in women, and
were largely responsible for fostering interest in the
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question of sex differences in hemishere asymmetry.
McGlone,

(1985), has concluded that there remains a

possibility that sex differences in the effects of
focal brain lesions may be secondary to differences in
structural representation of function or in
connectivity of neural n et wo r ks , but the data are
inconclusive.
In a more recent study, Blanton and Gouvier

(1987)

attempted to determine whether nonneglecting right
brain damaged (RBD) males and females differ in their
ability to process information presented within visual
hemispace when motor output demands were minimized.
The authors employed tasks of reaction time, oral
reading, and searching for and identifying words and
figures presented in visual hemispace.

Differences

between males and females were revealed in response
patterns only on tasks that required searching for
target stimuli.

Males required greater lengths of time

to identify embedded stimuli within left vs. right
hemispace and females showed no difference in left or
right hemispace processing.

Blanton and Gouvier

interpreted these results to suggest that nonneglecting
RBD males show different visual hemispatial deficits
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following similar brain insults than do females.

In

addition, current research with normal males and
females continues to suggest a sex difference in visual
information processing which may reflect a greater
degree of hemispheric asymmetry in males than females
(Efron, Yund, & Nichols,

1987).

While other researchers have considered the
possibility of a sex difference in pseudoneglect,

the

only systematic examination of this possibility was
conducted by Bradshaw, Nathan, and Wilson (1985).

They

found pseudoneglect to be exhibited in normal right
handed subjects on a line bisection task, but the
effect did not differ significantly for males and
females.
In an effort to compare right hemisphere
processing in males and females, Deutsch, Bourbon,
Papanicolaou, and Eisenberg

(1988) measured regional

cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in normal males and females
during performance of three tasks thought to involve
primarily right hemisphere processing.
were:

These tasks

judgement of line orientation, mental rotation of

three-dimensional cube arrays, and a fragment puzzle
task.

The asymmetry of rCBF in the right hemisphere
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was significant for the mental rotation and line
orientation tasks for both sexes with a higher rCBF
recorded in the right hemisphere for women than for
men.

In terms of level of performance, women did

significantly worse than men on the mental rotation
task and showed a trend in the same direction on the
line orientation task.

These results suggest that both

sexes preferentially activate the right hemisphere when
engaged in visual-spatial processing, but women exhibit
greater asymmetric activation than men creating a
significant sex difference in pattern of activation.
Deutsch et a l . acknowledge prior research which
suggests that females are less lateralized than males
and have a right hemisphere less specialized for
visuospatial processing (Witelson,

1976; McGlone,

1978), and suggest that their conflicting results
reflect a greater effort exerted by women to perform
the tasks.

An important finding in this study was that

in comparison to other measures,

the mental rotation

and line orientation tasks appear to most effectively
"activate" right hemisphere processing in both males
and females.
Visual Field Differences:

Another factor
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researchers have considered is the possibility that
pseudoneglect may vary across fields of vision.

Bowers

and Heilman (1980) noted that normal subjects erred to
the left of center on a line bisection task only when
the stimuli were presented at midline or in right
hemis pa ce .

The authors believe that pseudoneglect is

an effect of hemispatial perception,

in which hemispace

is not the same as visual half-field, but refers to
external space to the left or right of body midline.
Bradshaw, Nathan, Nettleton, Wilson, and Pierson
(1987) have shown that the effect of pseudoneglect
appears strongest with controlled center fixation.
They suggest that pseudoneglect represents a right
hemisphere asymmmetry of hemispatial perception rather
than a visual field or motor interference difference.
Bradshaw et a l . suggest that the effect may be
determined by anatomical pathways and hemispatial
mapping (cf. Bisiachi and Luzzati,

1978) which they

believe is consistent with the concept of right
hemisphere specificity for visuospatial stimulation
which may cause the right hemisphere to process
information of this sort more expediently than the left
hemisphere.
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H an de dn es s:

Recent studies have suggested that

handedness of the subject and hand used to perform a
line bisection task may be factors which influence
pseudoneglect.

Scarisbrick,

Tweedy, and Kuslansky

(1987) measured performance of right and left handed
normal subjects on a visual line bisection task with
each hand.

When bisecting horizontal lines, both males

and females exhibited pseudoneglect regardless of hand
used.

When subjects performed with the left hand,

however, more pseudoneglect was shown than when using
the right.

Left handers using the left hand deviated

significantly further left than right handers using
their left hand.

The authors also found that

regardless of hand used, right handed subjects bisected
vertical lines significantly above center while left
handed subjects were not significantly above center
with either hand.
In another study, Petito (1987) found a
significant effect for handedness in the demonstration
of pseudoneglect.
bisection task,

Utilizing a horizontal line

it was found that left handed subjects

tended to bisect the line further to the left of center
(using the left hand), while right handed subjects
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using the right hand bisected the line closer to
mi d p o i n t .
Results of earlier studies are contrary to these
findings.

Bowers and Heilman (1980) found that on the

line bisection task, handedness had no effect on the
demonstration of pseudoneglect.
Nathan, and Wilson

Bradshaw, Nettleton,

(1983) also found no effect of

handedness but concluded that the left hand tends to
underestimate the midpoint relative to the performance
of the right hand.
Pseudoneglect and Right Hemisphere Activity
While the question of sex differences in
information processing remains under research,

studies

have shown that this factor does not influence the
demonstration of pseudoneglect.

Research also

indicates that pseudoneglect is strongest when
stimulation is presented to the central visual field.
The effect of handedness, however remains a question,
with some studies showing an effect and others failing
to do so.
There are problems with the use of handedness as
an independent measure.

First, most studies rely on a

small sample of left handed subjects.

Second, subjects
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are often college undergraduates who may report left
handedness erroneously to receive research credit when
the quota of right handed subjects has been reached
(Petito,

1987).

This is a problem with self-report

data and few studies attempt to empirically test the
report of hand preference.

Third, while few would

argue that left handed subjects generally show stronger
lateralization for right hemisphere visuo-spatial
function (Potter and Graves,

1988),

it is likely that

most persons utilize interhemispheric transmission via
verbal encoding strategies to preferentially encode
verbally most types of visual stimulation (Deutsch,
Bourbon, Papanicolaou, and Eisenberg,

1988) thereby

diminishing the one-to-one relationship between
handedness and hemispheric activation.

In addition,

the use of one hand to perform a task in contralateral
hemispace insures the activation of both hemispheres
(Heilman, Watson, and Valenstein,
Unfortunately,

1985).

it is often assumed that the voluntary

use of the left hand represents an analogue for right
hemisphere activation.

This relationship appears

invalid on tasks that lend themselves to verbal
encoding, which significantly reduces its utility as an
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analogue when proposing theories of neurological
mechanisms

(Deutsch et a l . , 1988).

The functional purpose for the study of handedness
as it affects pseudoneglect is to determine if the
mechanism of the phenomenon is related to specific
right hemisphere asymmetrical activity.

Whereas brain

injured patients who exhibit left neglect are normally
right hemisphere impaired, the hemispheric process
which causes normal subjects to err systematically to
the left of center on a line bisection task has yet to
be determined.

As the bisection task assesses a

function associated with right hemisphere activation
(Lezak,

1983; Heilman,

1979), one could propose that

pseudoneglect involves right hemisphere processing.
Further evidence to support this proposition is
provided when subjects demonstrate pseudoneglect on
bisection tasks but not on letter cancellation tasks,
which lend themselves even more strongly to verbal
encoding

(Petito,

1987).

An alternative approach to demonstrating
hemispheric specificity might be to correlate
pseudoneglect with performance on valid measures of
right hemisphere processing that are known to produce
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specific right hemisphere rCBF.
Papanicolaou,

and Eisenberg

Deutsch, Bourbon,

(1988), measured rCBF in

normal subjects engaged in 3 types of tasks and
demonstrated more specific activation of the right
hemisphere when performing a line orientation task or a
mental rotation task than a fragment puzzle task.
Corballis and Sergent

(1989) have further shown that

tasks involving verbal encoding

(letter identification)

do not activate the right hemisphere specifically.
Deutsch et a l .

found that the most absolute asymmetry

in mean hemispheric blood flow occurred on the mental
rotation task in the parietal region, an area
classically associated with visuospatial and
visuoconstructive processing.

They also reported

similar results with the Judgement of Line Orientation
task which has also been shown by others to activate
the posterior portion of the right hemisphere
Hannay, and Varney,

(Benton,

1975).

Due to the specialization of the right hemisphere
for visual-spatial processing,

it is possible that

pseudoneglect may be mediated by right hemisphere
activity.

If pseudoneglect is a phenomenon

representing the "strength" of right hemisphere
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processing (as left neglect may reflect a behavioral
manifestation of the relative "strength" of left
hemisphere processing), then subjects who perform well
on a measure of right hemisphere processing may exhibit
more pseudoneglect than subjects who perform poorly on
the same t a s k .

Such a finding would strongly suggest

that pseudoneglect is mediated by right hemisphere
processing, and the phenomenon may partially be
explained by a tendency of the right hemisphere to
process visuospatial stimulation in the left hemi-field
more quickly or more specifically than the left
hemisphere can respond to stimulation in the right
hemi-f i e l d .
Under these conditions, the mechanism of
pseudoneglect may be congruent with the
interhemispheric distortion hypothesis of hemispatial
neglect offered by Heilman and Watson (1977).

This

theory proposes that for brain injured individuals who
exhibit left neglect, the damaged side (right)
processes information slowly and is subject to
interference from the intact hemisphere

(left).

Birch,

Belmont, and Karp (1964, 1965, & 1967) have provided
additional support for this theory.
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Bradshaw, Nathan, Nettleton, Wilson, and Pierson
(1987) have suggested that pseudoneglect may be
explained by a preferential right hemisphere processing
for specific types of visuospatial stimulation which is
similar in mechanism but opposite in effect to the
interhemispheric distortion hypothesis offered for left
neglect.

Their premise is that because the right

hemisphere is "specialized" for visuospatial processing
and the left hemisphere is "specialized" for verbal
processing,

it is likely that visuospatial stimulation

presented in right hemispace to the left hemisphere may
be verbally encoded before being spatially processed
(Deutsch, Bourbon, Papanicolaou,

and Eisenberg,

1988).

The result of this effect in the normal brain would be
"one step" processing

(spatial) by the right hemisphere

compared to "two st e p ” processing

(verbal, spatial) by

the left hemisphere.
If this is true, the appearance of more efficient
left hemispace processing would result when the right
hemisphere processes visuospatial stimulation that is
not subject to verbal encoding from left hemispace more
quickly or more accurately than similar stimulation
from right hemispace may be processed by the left
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hemisphere.

The "delay" in processing may cause the

subject to perceive subjectively less information in
right hemispace than left hemispace in much the same
way as right brain damage can cause patients to neglect
left hemispace as a result of impaired processing of
the right hemisphere, and left brain damage can in some
cases cause the neglect of right hemispace as a result
of impaired processing of the left hemisphere
(Freidland and Weinstein,

1977).

In normals, however,

the pseudoneglect phenomenon would be more subtle than,
but similar to, the effects of neglect due to left
brain injury.

As demonstrated on a line bisection

task, for example, the true center of the line would
occur to the right of perceived center as right
hemispace is perceived as less than left hemispace.
The perceptual system would incorporate some of actual
left hemispace into that perceived as right hemispace
in order to balance the individual’s perception of the
equivalence of the two halves of space.

Pseudoneglect

would then be exhibited due to the apparent tendency to
perceive left hemispace as "larger" than right
hemispace.

In reality the effect may represent more of

a "hemispheric balance" model based on differential
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"strength" of the hemispheres for processing
visuospatial information.

As the right and left

hemispheres become activated in visual perception of
hemispace, the phenomenological midpoint may appear to
the left of true center due to the "strength" of the
right hemisphere initially influencing the "balance" of
activation of the two hemispheres.
Under these conditions it may be hypothesized that
normal subjects who exhibit more efficient right
hemisphere processing may exhibit more pronounced
pseudoneglect than normals with less efficient right
hemisphere processing.

Efficiency may be defined as a

score on a standardized measure known to produce
specific right hemisphere activation in such a way that
higher scores on the measure would indicate relatively
greater processing efficiency than lower scores.
Pseudoneglect may then simply be a manifestation of
right hemisphere superiority for processing
visuospatial and/or visuoconstructive information which
does not involve motor input or verbal encoding.
a "perceptual difference" in normal brain function
would be significant in our understanding of the
"silent" right hemisphere.

Such
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Predicting Pseudoneglect by Right Hemisphere Processing
Efficiency
From the information presented,

it appears that

pseudoneglect in normal males and females may be
demonstrated on a line bisection task presented in the
center of the visual field.

Further evidence (Bradshaw

et a l ., 1987) suggests that the effect may be strongest
with controlled center fixation.

Traditionally,

the

line bisection measure has been a paper and pencil task
which may or may not be affected by the hand used to
perform the task (Heilman et a l ., 1985).

A more

efficient method of assessing performance on the line
bisection task may be accomplished through the use of a
computer.

On a computerized bisection task, motor

effects could be minimized, as the subject’s hand would
not be required to cross the field of vision to perform
the task.

It would be worthwhile to examine the

relationship between paper and pencil and computer
bisection tasks to determine which is a more reliable
measure of pseudoneglect.
An important aspect of pseudoneglect which has yet
to be explored is how well the phenomenon correlates
with a measure of right hemisphere processing
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efficiency.

As noted earlier, a strong correlation

would suggest that pseudoneglect may be mediated by
right hemisphere processing.

If normal subjects who

score high on a measure of right hemisphere processing
exhibit more pseudoneglect than subjects who score low
on the m e a s u r e , then pseudoneglect may be a function of
efficiency of right hemisphere processing for
visual-spatial stimulation.

It is also possible that

an interhemispheric suppression of the left hemisphere
due to the right hemisphere specialization for
visuospatial perception occurs and a strong right
hemisphere specialization for visuospatial processing
may covary with the left hemisphere’s ability for
verbal encoding.

Under this condition it may be

expected that subjects scoring high on a measure of
right hemisphere processing efficiency may score low on
a measure of left hemisphere processing efficiency and
vice versa.

The demonstration of this interaction of

measures would suggest that there is an inverse
relationship between right and left hemisphere
processing efficiency and the exhibition of
pseudoneglect.
In spite of the fact that the mental rotation task
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used by Deutsch et a l . (1988) provided a slightly
greater asymmetry in hemispheric blood flow than the
line orientation task, both measures reflected
preferential right hemisphere processing.
rotation task, however,

The mental

is not standardized and

therefore is difficult to r e pl ic a te .

The other measure

in the study which demonstrated specific right
hemisphere processing was the line orientation task.
Deutsch et a l . employed the Benton Judgement of Line
Orientation Test

(JOLO)

(Benton, Varney, & H a m s h e r ,

1977) which is well standardized and has been shown to
activate processing in the posterior portion of the
right hemisphere (Benton, Hannay, and Varney,

1975).

It will be remembered that activation of this area was
also characteristic of the mental rotation task used by
Deutsch et a l . and is often associated with
visuospatial and visuoconstructive processing.
A final aspect of pseudoneglect which has not been
explored is the question of stability of the
phenomenon.

If the effect is demonstrable in the same

subjects over time, then systemic and serendipitous
influences which may contribute to the behavior may be
ruled out in attempts to formulate theories of
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neurological mechanisms.
Hypotheses
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate that
pseudoneglect may be predicted from scores on a measure
of right hemisphere processing efficiency.
hypothesis

The main

(HI) tested in this study is that degree of

pseudoneglect would correlate positively with a measure
of right hemisphere processing efficiency.

It was

expected that normal right handed subjects who earned
the highest scores on a measure of right hemisphere
processing would exhibit more pseudoneglect than would
subjects who earned lower scores.

This would establish

a relationship between pseudoneglect and right
hemisphere processing.

A secondary hypothesis

(H2) was

that subjects who earned low scores on a measure of
left hemisphere processing and high scores on a measure
of right hemisphere processing would exhibit the
strongest pseudoneglect.

Following an asymmetrical

model of hemisphere function,

it was also predicted

(H3) that strong left and strong right processing would
yield mild pseudoneglect, and (H4) that strong left and
weak right hemisphere processing scores would result in
the least pseudoneglect.

In addition, the stability of
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pseudoneglect over time was assessed and the efficiency
of a paper and pencil line bisection task was compared
to a computer line bisection task to determine which
provided a more reliable measure of pseudoneglect.

Pseudoneglect in normals

METHOD
Subjects
Subjects for this investigation were selected from
male and female right handed students enrolled in an
undergraduate psychology class at Louisiana State
University during spring 1990.

Subjects volunteered to

participate and were given class credit for their
participation.

Table 1 shows the age range, means, and

standard deviations of the participants.
Prior to testing, each subject answered a
confidential questionnaire designed to screen for
handedness,

history of neurological condition or event,

and visual impairment (see appendix A ) .

This

self-report measure has been used in previous studies
to define a normative population (Petito,

1987;

Watkins, Gouvier, Callon, and Barkemeyer, 1989).

The

first 30 male and 30 female subjects who reported right
hand preference and no history of neuropsychological or
visual impairment as evidenced by responding "no" to
all items of the questionnaire were selected for the
study.

Subjects were told that they would be asked to

perform three tests of visual perception and one test
of verbal skill as part of a study exploring visual
perception in normals.

Written informed consent was
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Table 1
Age Ranee. Means, and Standard Deviations of Subjects

N

Range

Mean

Std. Deviation

All subjects

60

19-42

22.8

4.88

Males

30

19-42

22.3

4.69

Females

30

19-39

23.4

5.07
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obtained for all subjects (see Appendix A).

All

subjects were college students, and it was assumed that
intelligence level of this group was sufficient to
perform the tasks of the study.

Measures
The following four assessment measures were
employed in this study:

The Judgement of Line

Orientation Test - Form V (JOLO)

(Benton, Varney, and

H a ms he r, 1977; Benton, Hamsher, Varney, and Spreen,
1983); a modified version of The Controlled Oral Word
Association Test (COWA)

(Benton and Hamsher,

1976;

Benton et a l ., 1983); The Line Bisection task from
Computer Programs for Cognitive Rehabilitation - Vol. 2
(Gianutsos, Matheson, and Vroman,

1983); and a modified

version of the paper and pencil Line Bisection Test
(Schenkenberg, Bradford, and Ajax,

1980).

The JOLO is a measure of the ability to estimate
angular relationships between line segments by visual
matching

(Lezak,

in appendix B.

1983), and a sample test item is shown
The test is designed to assess capacity

to judge the spatial orientation of lines in relation
to a set of standard reference lines
1983).

(Benton et a l .,

The stimuli consist of 30 pairs of different,
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angled lines presented consecutively to be matched to
corresponding display cards portraying 11 equally
spaced radii forming a semicircle.
practice set precedes the test.

A five-item

The subject is asked

to select two numbered lines from the display card
which match the position and direction of the
unnumbered pair of lines on the stimulus card.

A raw

score of correct responses is adjusted for age and sex
to obtain a final score which is compared to a
percentile range table of norms from the test manual.
The measure is highly sensitive to right hemisphere
damage and is relatively insensitive to age (Benton et
al.,

1983).
The COWA is a measure of verbal fluency and is

widely used to assess aspects of left hemisphere
integrity (Benton and Hamsher,

1976).

The test

consists of three one minute trials in which the
subject is asked to say as many words as possible that
begin with a given letter of the alphabet, excluding
proper nouns, numbers, profanity, and the same word
with a different suffix.

The three test trials consist

of words beginning with F, A, and S.

The score on this

test is the sum of all acceptable words produced in the
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three trials.
The assessment of unilateral inattention by asking
a subject to bisect a line is common practice
(Kinsbourne,

1977).

The Line Bisection Test

(Schenkenberg et a l . , 1980)

is a multiple-trial version

of this technique where 18 horizontal stimulus lines of
different sizes are presented on letter paper
27.9 cm).

(21.6 x

The lines are arranged so that six are

centered to the right of midline,
midline, and six in the center.

six to the left of
The subject is asked

to "cut each line in half by placing a pencil mark
through each line as close to the center as possible"
(Lezak,

1983).

The score for this measure is a Percent

Deviation for left, right, and center lines derived by
means of the formula

(Lezak,

1983):

Percent Deviation = left half - true half x 100
true half
Deviation scores are positive for marks to the right of
center

(left neglect) and negative for marks to the

left of center

(pseudoneglect).

An average of the sum

of deviation scores is then computed for all lines.
For this study the number,

length, and presentation of
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lines presented was modified to correspond with the
stimuli of the line bisection computer program.

Sample

stimuli from the Line Bisection Test are shown in
Appendix C .
The line bisection task from Computer Programs for
Cognitive Rehabilitation - Vol.

2 (Gianutsos et a l .,

1983)

is a computerized version of the Line Bisection

Test.

The program consists of twelve horizontal and

twelve vertical lines presented in random sequence one
at a time on the screen.
presented on center,
screen.

The lines are randomly

left, and right areas of the

The subject is asked to manipulate the cursor

until satisfied that the line is equally divided.
Scores for each subject are computed by average
deviation distance from true center with right
deviations receiving a positive value and left
deviations receiving a negative value.

For this study,

only scores from the horizontal lines were recorded and
subjects did not bisect the vertical lines.
Procedure
The experimental procedure consisted of a two
stage process which involved the collection of all
measures during the first session, and a re-test of the
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line bisection tasks during a second session seven to
ten days later.

In the first stage, the JOLO, COWA,

paper and pencil bisection task, and the

computer

bisection task were individually administered to 60
right handed males and females.

Testing sessions were

offered in 20-minute intervals from 12:00 noon to 6:00
p.m. Monday through Thursday for three weeks, and two
subjects were allowed to sign up for each session.
Subjects were randomly assigned so that one received
the JOLO and paper and pencil bisection task first
while the other received the COWA and the computer
bisection task first.
of measures in turn.

Each subject completed both sets
The order of administration for

all measures was counterbalanced across subjects so
that equal numbers of male and female subjects
completed each task set first.

All tasks were

administered in the same 4.3 x 2.7 meter windowless
room with overhead fluorescent lighting.

At the

beginning of each testing session, two subjects were
seated back to back approximately three feet apart,
each facing a table.
To begin the JOLO, the subject was seated at a
table next to an experimenter who was an undergraduate
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assistant trained to administer the test according to
the manual

(Benton, Varney, and Hamsher,

1977).

The

test booklet was placed on the table in front of the
subject with the booklet opened so that the stimulus
items were in the subje ct ’s central field of vision.
Instructions for the test were
they appear in the test manual.

read to each subject as
The sub je ct ’s

responses were recorded by the experimenter.

For this

study, the raw score was recorded for each subject
without correction for sex or age, as these factors
were considered later in the statistical analysis of
the study d a t a .
For administration of the COWA, the subject was
seated at the desk with pencil and paper.

Subjects

were asked to write as many words as possible for the
three timed trials and responses were scored for
appropriate words regardless of spelling as long as it
was clear what the word was intended to be.

The raw

scores for each list were added together and the total
score was used in all analyses.
For the paper and pencil line bisection measure
(Bl) the subject was seated at the table with the
stimuli booklet vertically aligned with the top edge of
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the desk and centered in the subje ct ’s visual field.
The stimuli were black lines on a white background of
21.6 x 27.9 cm. copier paper.

Twelve lines were

presented one to a page dispersed over the right,

left,

and center of the page for horizontal bisection.

The

leng th , w i d t h , distribution (u p p e r , l o w e r , l e f t , r i g h t ,
and center), and number of the lines was selected to
match the dimensions of the computer task.

Four lines

were centered to the left of midline (three upper left,
one lower left), four to the right of midline
upper right,
on the page
center).

(two

two lower right), and four were centered
(two upper center,

Each line was 2 mm.

one center, one lower
in width, with 6 lines

100 mm. long and 6 lines 18 mm.

long presented in the

same random order for all subjects.
The following instructions were read to the
subjects:
This is a test of visual perception.
how the test will go.

H e r e ’s

For each line in the

booklet in front of you, place a small pencil
mark as close to the center as possible.
Please make only one mark on each line and
mark each line without skipping.

Please
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avoid rotating the booklet out of its
vertical position on the desk.

You will have

as much time as you need to complete the
task.

You may now begin.

The alignment of response materials on the desk
was

monitored during the session by the experimenter

who assured that each subject bisected each line using
the right hand.

Each subje ct ’s scores were determined

by measuring the deviation of the bisection to the
right or the left, with a positive value assigned to
deviations to the right of center

(reflecting left

neglect) and a negative value assigned to deviations to
the left of center

(reflecting pseudoneglect).

Average

deviations were computed for the long line series and
the short line series.
Following completion of the bisection task each
subject was asked to sign the booklet first with the
right hand and then with the left hand.

The signatures

were timed to help ensure the accuracy of self report
for handedness.

Subjects who took less than twice the

time for left handed signatures compared to right
handed signatures could be considered questionable and
their data were to be excluded.

No subjects were
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excluded on this basis.
The computer line bisection measure
administered individually.

(B2) was also

The measure employed was

the Line Bisection task from Computer Programs for
Cognitive Rehabilitation - Vol.

2 (Gianutsos, Matheson,

and V r o m a n , 1983).
To begin the session,

each subject was seated at a

table facing a green monochrome computer monitor and an
APPLE 11+ PC.

The subject was seated 28 inches from

the monitor with the midpoint of the screen at eye
level.

Shorter subjects were raised to the level of

the screen by sitting on books placed in the chair,
while for taller subjects the monitor screen was raised
in the same fashion.

The following instructions were

read to each subject:
This is a test of visual perception.
how the test will go.

H e r e ’s

On this computer we

will run a program that asks you to determine
the midpoint of 6 long lines and 6 short
ones.

The lines we are interested in are the

horizontal ones and you can determine the
midpoint by using these keys.

I will start

the program and guide you through the 2
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practice items before you begin.

During the

test please keep your attention on the
computer s c r e e n .
The computer program was run while the
experimenter observed the subje ct ’s performance.

No

feedback was given to the subject during or after the
task.

The trial consisted of the random presentation

of 6 "long" and 6 "short" horizontal lines 2 mm.
width.

in

The long lines were 100 mm. long while the

short lines were 18 mm.

long.

The location of the

lines on the screen was the same as described for the
paper and pencil bisection task (Bl).
To bisect each line, the subject used the right
hand to manipulate left or right arrows located in the
lower right quadrant of the computer keyboard.

A

printout of each s u b j e c t ’s scores was obtained from
each trial.

Scores for each subject were the average

percent deviation from true center for the long series
and the short series of lines.

Deviations to the right

(left neglect) were assigned a positive value and
deviations to the left (pseudoneglect) a negative
value.
The second stage of the study consisted of
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repeated administration of measures B1 and B2 one week
following their initial administration.

These followup

data were collected as described in the first stage,
with subjects tested in pairs and the order of testing
counterbalanced across subjects.
Defining Pseudoneglect
In order to infer the measurement of pseudoneglect
from line bisection scores,

it was necessary to

operationally define the phenomenon a priori.
studies (Bowers & Heilman,

Previous

1980; Bradshaw et a l ., 1987)

have defined pseudoneglect as an arithmetic mean score
across many line bisection trials, which reflect
bisection performance to the left of center that is
significantly different from zero.

This definition was

one of three considered in this study.

It was effective

in the sense of establishing a .05 probability level
for the occurrence of deviations from true center, but
the fact that the scores were based on average
performance allowed for the influence of extreme
deviations which may have occurred by chance.
Another way of defining pseudoneglect was to
determine the number of subjects whose average line
bisection scores were more than one standard deviation
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to the left of center.

This definition was more

stringent than the first and would identify subjects
who exhibited a greater strength of the effect relative
to the rest of the sample.

This method, however, was

also limited by the effects of averaging responses
across trials and did not determine how consistent the
effect was across trials for those subjects who scored
significant deviations to the left.
Finally,

line bisection scores on individual

trials were examined to assess the consistency of the
effect and to control for the effects of averaging the
scores.

For this definition,

subjects were selected

who exhibited deviations to the left of center on ten
of the twelve trials on the bisection tasks
long and six short lines on each t a s k ) .

(for six

The

probability of scoring 10 of 12 deviations by chance is
.02 and less than the .05 probability of the first
method.

This definition also addressed the consistency

of the effect for those subjects who exhibited the
phenomenon.

Due to the consistency suggested by this

definition,

it was felt that these subjects and their

corresponding scores on the independent variables (JOLO
and COWA) would offer the best and most stringent test
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of the processing model proposed in this study.
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RESULTS
The two main independent variables for this study
were scores on the JOLO and COWA for all right handed
normal subjects reporting no prior neuropsychological
impairment.

Additional independent variables were sex

(male and female), and age (young and old).

The age

groups were based on a median split which included
subjects below 22 in the "young" group while the "old"
group included subjects 22 and older.
The dependent measures were subjects’ performance
on the paper and pencil
bisection tasks.

(Bl) and computer

(B2) line

Within both Bl and B2, trials were

evenly divided between long and short lines, yielding 4
bisection measures (BIS, B1L, B2S, and B2L).

The

stability of dependent scores was determined by
comparing initial line bisection scores-with retest
scores after one week.
Reliability of Measures and Intratest Correlations
Reliability and stability of dependent measures
was determined by correlation methods.

First, scores

on the line bisection tasks were correlated to
determine the relatedness of these two measures for
assessing pseudoneglect.

The results are presented in
53
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Table 2.

Correlations were run for averages of total

scores as well as averages for six long line and six
short line scores to determine any differences due to
length of the lines.

The correlation of line bisection

tasks (Avg Bl and Avg B2) was significant for mean
scores, r=

.26, p <. 05.

When long lines and short

lines were averaged separately, however, the long lines
were significantly correlated, r=

.27, p < .05, while

the short lines were not, r = .16, p > .20.

These

correlations are modest and suggest that Bl and B2 are
only partially measuring the same construct, with long
lines only slightly more related than short lines.

The

nonsignificant correlation for the short lines suggests
that there is probably more error involved in the
bisection of short lines, but the magnitude of
difference between the long line correlations and short
line correlations was quite small.
do suggest, however,

These correlations

that the results of assessing

visual perception via computerized and paper and pencil
line bisection tasks were not equivalent and are only
weakly related.
Second, test-retest correlations were run for both
line bisection measures to determine the stability of
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Table 2
Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Line
Bisection Tasks
Avg Bl

B2L

B2S

Avg B2

.14

. 80***

.27*

.25*

.30**

.70***

.06

.16

.21

.27*

.26*

.19

.98***

BIS
Avg Bl
B2L

.40**

B2S
Avg B2

Note.

N = 60, df = 59.

B1L = Paper and pencil task,

long lines.

BIS = paper and pencil task,

short lines.

B2L = computer task,

long lines.

B2S = computer task, short lines.
*E < .05
**p < .01
***E

<

o
CO

B1L

BIS

.0001
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these measures over time.

The test-retest correlations

for Bl and B2 are presented in Table 3.

For the mean

of long and short lines on Bl the correlation was
moderate but significant, r=

.58, p < .001, while B2

was also significant but less stable, r=

.37, p < .005.

This suggests that Bl is a more reliable measure than
B2 but even Bl may be only modestly stable over time.
Specific test-retest correlations of long and short
lines for both measures revealed a significant
correlation for long lines on B l , r=

.67, p < .0001,

and a significant correlation for short lines, r = .32,
p < .05.

For B2, there was only a significant

correlation for long lines, r=

.37, p < .005, while

there was no significant test-retest correlation for
short lines.

Taken together, these data suggest that

there are many factors influencing scores on the line
bisection measures and that the most reliable dependent
measure of this study was the long line average score
of Bl (B1L)

(paper and pencil task).

As a result,

while all dependent measures were analyzed for long,
short, and averaged scores,

Bl was the dependent

measure of interest for the remaining statistical
procedures.
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Table 3
Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Test-Retest of
Line Bisection Tasks

B1L

Note.

BIS

Avg Bl

.32*

.58***

B2L

B2S

Avg B2

.37**

.20

.37**

N = 60, df = 59.

B1L = Paper and pencil task,

long lines.

BIS = paper and pencil task, short lines.
B2L = computer task,

long lines.

B2S = computer task,

short lines.

* p < .01

**I> < .005
***p
****

<

jd

.001
<

.0001
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Third,

inter-rater reliability was computed for

the scoring of the paper and pencil line bisection task
(Bl).

All scores for four males and four females were

computed by both raters.

This represented a

reliability sample of 13% of the total population.
result was a very strong correlation, r=
between independent raters.

The

.96, p < .001,

This was regarded as an

acceptable level of accuracy in scoring for the paper
and pencil measure.
Fourth,

scores on the JOLO and COWA were

correlated to determine their relationship.

The range

of JOLO scores was 13-30 (severely defective to
superior) with a mean of 22.8 and standard deviation of
4.88.

The range of COWA scores was 21-63

(defective to

superior) with a mean of 36.25 and standard deviation
of 9.41.

A negative or minimal positive correlation

was expected due to the premise that the JOLO scores
represented right hemisphere activity and the COWA
scores represented left hemisphere activity.

A strong

positive correlation would have suggested that the
measures did not discriminate hemisphere activation
sufficiently for this study.

The correlation of JOLO

and COWA scores was not significant,

r = .08, p > .5.
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In addition, JOLO and COWA scores were correlated
with long and short line scores of Bl and B 2 .
results are presented in Table 4.

The

JOLO scores were not

significantly correlated with Bl or B 2 .

COWA scores,

on the other hand, were positively correlated with
short lines on B l , r = .29, e
B2, r=

< .05, and short lines on

.38, p < .005.

Pseudoneelect
Following reliability analysis it was necessary to
determine if mean Bl scores differed significantly from
zero in this population.

One-group, two-tailed T-tests

were run to see if the means for all trials of Bl (6
long and 6 short) for males and for females were
significantly different from zero deviation.

This

represented 360 observations for males and 360
observations for females.

The means for both males and

females were negative and significant from zero,
indicating that significant left deviation
(pseudoneglect)
sexes.

occurred in this sample among both

In addition,

one-group,

two-tailed T-tests were

also run to identify significant differences from zero
deviation for all s u b je ct s’ averaged responses on Bl
long and short lines as well as m a l e s ’ and f e m a l e s ’
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Table 4

Pearson Correlation Coefficients for JOLO and COWA with
Line Bisection Tasks

B1L

BIS

B2L

B2S

JOLO

.03

.04

.23

.02

COWA

.01

.29*

.01

.37**

Note.

N = 60, df = 59.

B1L = Paper and pencil task,

long lines.

BIS = paper and pencil task, short lines.
B2L = computer task,

long lines.

B2S = computer task,

short lines.

*E < .05
**p < .005
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averaged responses for long and short lines.

All

values were significantly different from zero deviation
except long line scores for females.

The means for

both long and short lines showed more absolute left *
deviation for males than females.

These results are

depicted in Table 5.
Once it was determined that most line bisection
scores were significant from zero,

it was necessary to

operationally define pseudoneglect as a function of
performance on the line bisection tasks.

This was done

by applying three definitions of pseudoneglect to the
line bisection data and defining groups which met these
definitional criteria.
showing pseudoneglect
deviation.

Subjects were classified as
(left deviation) or right

Subjects who did not meet either criteria

for deviation were classified as a middle (residual)
group.

Subject groups based on each definition were

seperately analyzed.

Definition 1: Mean Deviation
The first definition was based on the presence of
significant mean deviation from zero (e

< .05) for the

average of all 12 scores on line bisection task B l .
There were 17 subjects in the pseudoneglect

(left
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Table 5
Means and T-Test Results Testing Dependent Measure B1
Difference from Zero

Variable

N

df

Females

360

359

-1.11

-2.79**

Males

360

359

-2.16

-7.50***

Long

60

59

- .78

-2.17*

Short

60

59

-2.48

-7.60***

Female-Long

30

29

- .33

- .51

Female-Short

30

29

-1.88

-4.24***

Male-Long

30

29

-1.24

-4.00***

Male-Short

30

29

-3.08

-6.47***

Note.

Mean*

T

Male - Female test based on 12 observations (6

long and 6 short) for each subject for 30 males and 30
fema le s.
* Percent deviation,
*E < .05
**E < .005
***E

<

.0001

- = deviation to left.
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deviation) group,

3 subjects in the right deviation

group, and 40 subjects in the middle

(residual) group.

One group Chi-Square analysis was significant
.0001),

(p <

indicating that subjects were not equally

distributed across groups.

Table 6 shows the

Chi-Square results of all three definitions of
pseudoneglect for comparison.

A next step of analysis

for this definition was to conduct one-way ANOVAs to
determine if the subjects in the three categories
(Left, Right, and Middle) differed for JOLO and COWA
scores.

For this definition, neither JOLO or COWA

scores differed for the three groups.

These data do

not support the hypothesis of this study that higher
JOLO scores would be obtained by those in the
pseudoneglect

(left) group.

Table 7 shows the ANOVA

results and group means for definition 1.
Definition 2: Standard Deviation
The second definition of pseudoneglect was based
on average B1 scores one standard deviation to the left
or right of the sample mean.

This definition was more

structured than the first, and besides identifying
subjects who exhibited a greater strength of the

r.
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Table 6
One Group Chi-Square Results for Pseudoneglect
Definitions One. Two, and Three

Definition

nL~

n M 13

nR°

1 - Mean deviation

17

40

3

2

34.9*

2 -

Std. Deviation

10

41

9

2

33.1*

3 -

10/12

6

54

-

2

87.6*

Note.

df

X2

N = 60.

“Number of subjects in the left deviation group.
toN of Middle group.
°N of Right deviation group.
*E

< .0001
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Table 7

for JOLO and COWA

Left*

Middle13

Right0

df

JOLO

23.82-

24.47-

23.66-

2

.14

COWA

34.OS-

37.30-

CO

2

.75

F

Means having the same subscript are not

significantly different at e < .05.
•N = 17
toN = 40
°N =

<

Note.

CO
CO

DV

3
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effect, this definition provided a more equal number of
subjects in the left and right groups.
For this group,

there were 10 subjects whose B1

scores were one standard deviation or more to the left
of the overall mean

(left group),

9 subjects with B1

scores one standard deviation or more to the right of
the overall mean

(right group), and 41 subjects whose

scores were within one standard deviation of the
overall mean

(middle g r o u p ) .

analysis was significant

One-group Chi-Square

(p < .0001),

indicating

membership in groups was not equally distributed (see
Table 6).

One-way ANOVA results and group means for

this definition are presented in Table 8.
ANOVA was significant for JOLO.

The overall

Post-hoc comparisons

were made with the Tukey procedure.

JOLO scores

differed for the groups and the left group scores were
significantly different from the middle, but not the
right group.

COWA scores, on the other hand,

differ for the groups.

did not

JOLO scores were higher for the

middle group than the left group.
The difference in JOLO means for the middle group
compared to the left and right groups suggested the
possibility of a non-linear relationship between JOLO
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Table 8
Univariate Analyses Comparing Standard Deviation
Groups for JOLO and COWA

DV

Left®

Middle13

Right®

F

JOLO

21.70. 2 5 . 3 4 22.22.to

2 4.68*

COWA

30.90. 38.12.

2 2.95

Note.

33.66.

Means having the same subscript are not

significantly different at p < .05.
-N = 10
bN = 41
°N =

df

9

*p < .01
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scores and line bisection performance.

To test this

observation, a Polynomial regression of JOLO on B1 was
run.

The overall regression was significant,

F ( z .g -?> =

4.86 p <.01, and the examination of Beta weights
suggested a strong curvilinear trend, T = 3.05 p <.003.
JOLO as a predictor of B1 accounted for approximately
12% of the variance,

adj. r z = .12.

Figure 1 depicts

the graph of the regression analysis.

The higher JOLO

scores grouped in the middle while the lower JOLO
scores tended to occur when all B1 scores were to the
right or left of the mean.

The asymptote of the curve

or the highest predicted value of JOLO, however, was to
the left of center.

This finding suggested that higher

JOLO scores were associated with line bisection errors
to the left, but as the bisection errors became more
extreme, JOLO scores dropped off.
note, however,

It is important to

that this nonlinear relationship was not

an a priori hypothesis, and therefore needs to be
replicated to confirm its existence.
Definition 3: 10/12 Deviations
The third definition was based on subjects who
scored left or right deviations on 10 of the 12 trials
of B1 (6 long and 6 short).

This definition was the
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y - 25.453 - S 13x -.118x2

♦♦

-1 2

♦+

-1 0

Line Bisection Scores for B1

Figure 1 .

Polynomial regression of JOLO on B 1 .
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most stringent of the three proposed and assessed the
consistency of the effect on a trial by trial basis.
There were 6 subjects in the left group and 54 subjects
in the middle group, but no subjects met this criterion
for right deviation.
significant

(e

One-group Chi-Square analysis was

< .0001), reflecting a non-random

distribution of subjects into these groups.

One-way

ANOVA results and group means for subjects meeting the
criterion of this definition are presented in Table 9.
There were no significant differences on JOLO or COWA
for the groups.

These data did not support the

assumption that those subjects who scored 10/12 left
deviations would exhibit the highest JOLO scores.

The

reason for this lack of support was demonstrated by the
regression line for definition 2 (see figure 1).

Only

extreme negative scores were defined in the 10/12
definition, with a disproportionate number of scores of
-4 or less.

Comparison of Pseudoneelect Definitions
Results of analyses of the line bisection scores
based on the proposed definitions of pseudoneglect
revealed that pseudoneglect occurred in this population
at levels greater than chance regardless of which
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Table 9

Univariate Analyses Comparing 10/12 Groups for JOLO
and COWA

DV

Left®

Middle13

JOLO

23.50.

24,35.

-

1

.21

COWA

29.33.

37.02.

-

1

3.77

Note.

df

F

Means having the same subscript are not

significantly different at e
®N =

Right®

6

teN = 54
°no subjects in this group

< .05.
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definition was applied. There were, however,
differences in the groups defined by each definition.
While none of the definitions were judged to be
"better" than the others, each had their own
limitations and strengths in defining pseudoneglect for
this population.
Definition 1 required a significant mean deviation
of B1 scores.

This was useful in showing that, on the

basis of average error, more subjects exhibited average
left deviations than right deviations relative to the
middle group.
Definition 2 identified right and left error
groups with mean scores more than one standard
deviation from the sample mean.

This balanced the

number of subjects in the left and right groups more
than the other definitions but did not take into
account the overall central tendency of the
distribution toward showing pseudoneglect.

Due to the

imbalance of left and right groups for definitions 1
and 3, it appeared that definition 2 was the most
artificial and reflected the distribution rather than
the extent to which pseudoneglect was exhibited by this
p op ul a t i o n .
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Definition 3, the 10/12 group, was the most
stringent of the three definitions and reflected the
consistency of left error identified by the average
error scores of definition 1.
subjects in the right group,

While there were no
the small number of

subjects in the left group suggested that only a small
percentage of subjects in this population met this
criterion for pseudoneglect.
Interhemispheric Model
Overall,

a consistent finding across the

pseudoneglect definitions was that high JOLO scores
were not consistently associated with high left
deviation scores.

This was clearly shown in the

curvilinear relationship defined by the B1 regression
procedure for definition 2.

These results cast doubt

on the existence of the proposed relationship between
JOLO and line bisection as represented in the
interhemispheric model.
The variable B1L was by far the most reliable
dependent measure however,

therefore it was decided to

test the model with B1L to examine the variance in B1L
associated with the independent variables.

The

interhemispheric model proposed for this study was that
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subjects with greater left deviation scores
(pseudoneglect) would score high on JOLO and low on
COWA, while for subjects with greater right deviation
scores, the JOLO and COWA relationship would be
reversed.

Regression procedures with follow-up ANOVA

procedures were computed to assess the validity of the
model.
Regression analysis
Based on the results of the correlation of B1 and
B2 with each other

(see Table 2) and the test-retest

reliability findings

(see Table 3), it was determined

that the average long line score of B1 (B1L) was the
most valid dependent measure in this study.

As a

result, the regression analysis was a model which
consisted of JOLO, COWA, age, and sex as the predictor
variables and B1L as the criterion variable.

The

overall model was not significant, F<<j,.s b > = 1.13 p >
.05.

There was, however, a significant effect for sex,

F ( i ,b b > = 4.23 p < .05.

The results of this model are

presented in Table 10. Separate regressions were run
for males and females on B1L with COWA, JOLO, and age
as predictor variables in order to see if COWA, JOLO,
or age contributed significantly to prediction
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Table 10

Linear Regression with JOLO. COWA. Age, and Sex

df

Source

C o m b . model

SS

F

4

49.13

1.13

JOLO

1

13.01

1.20

COWA

1

0.00

0.00

Age

1

5.12

.47

Sex

1

46.01

Error

55

598.22

Total

59

647.35

N o t e . N = 60
*E < .05

4.23*

.08
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once the effects of sex were extracted.
males was not significant, F o . z e )

The model for

= .5 p > .05.

model for females was also not significant,
.23 e > .05.

The

Fo.za)

=

The results of these regression models

are presented in Table 11, and suggested that JOLO,
COWA, and age alone or in combination did not account
for a significant portion of variance in B1L scores.
When males and females were combined into the
regression analysis, there was a significant effect for
sex.

COWA, JOLO, and age were not significant in the

combined or male and female models.

To explain this

effect and to examine possible interactions effects
among levels of the independent variables,

follow-up

ANOVA procedures were designed.
ANOVA procedures
Two ANOVA designs were employed to examine the sex
difference suggested in regression analysis as well as
possible interaction effects in the overall model.
First, a one way ANOVA comparing males and females for
age, JOLO, and COWA revealed a significant effect for
males on JOLO scores,Fci,s b > = 11.75 p < .001.

The

JOLO score for males had a range of 19-30 with a mean
of 26 and standard deviation of 3.09, while for
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Table 11

W **

V

W

1

„ y W

»-

B1L Scores for Males and Females

df

Source

SS

E

rz

.05

Males only
3

11.26

.50

JOLO

1

7.32

.97

COWA

1

1.51

.20

Age

1

1.91

.25

Error

26

195.84

Total

29

207.10

3

10.52

.23

JOLO

1

6.21

.41

COWA

1

1.05

.07

Age

1

4.08

.27

Error

26

397.98

Total

29

408.50

C o m b . model

Females only
C o m b . model

N o t e . N = 30

.02
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females the range was 13-28 with a mean of 22.53 and
standard deviation of 4.60.

This suggests that males

scored higher on the JOLO than do females and may be
considered as evidence of more efficient right
hemisphere processing in males.

Table 12 illustrates

the ANOVA results and group means for this model.
The second procedure was a four way ANOVA model or
2x2x2x2 design contrasting sex (male and f e ma le ) , JOLO
(high and l o w ) , COWA

(high and l o w ) , and age

young) with B1L as a dependent measure.
presents the ANOVA table for this model.

(old and

Table 13
The only

significant main effect was for sex, F<i.sb> = 5.0 p <

.05.

There were no significant interaction effects for

this model.

The group means, median group splits, and

significant main effects are presented in Table 14.
The mean B1L score for females was -.33 while the mean
for males was -1.24 which indicates that males exhibit
left errors
females.

(pseudoneglect) to a greater degree than do
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Table 12

Univariate Analyses Comparing Males and Females
for Age. JOLO. and COWA

Note.

DV

Male

Female

Age

22.3

23.4

1

JOLO

26.0

22.53

1

COWA

35.43

37.07

1

N = 30.

*E < .01

df

F

.81
11.75*
.45
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Table 13

Analysis of Variance* Contrasting
Sex. .w.w^w
JOLO.,1.— COWA.
and
yy*i w*
V,
Vr M:
Aee with B1L as the Dependent Measure

Source

df

SS

MS

E

4

72.12

18.03

1.72

Sex

1

52.28

52.28

5.00*

JOLO

1

14.83

14.83

1.42

COWA

1

1 .04

1 .04

.10

Age

1

26.99

26.99

2.58

Error

55

575.23

10.46

Total

59

647.35

C o m b . model

Note.

Interactions were not significant and were

eliminated from the model.
< .05
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Table 14
Comparisons of Group Means for Sex. JOLO. COWA.
and Age with B1L as the Dependent Measure

Sex

Group (n)

Group (n)

Male

Female (30)

(30)

-1.24
>22 (24)

Age

JOLO

COWA

*E

< .05

-0.33

F

5.00*

<22 (36)

-1.14

-0.09

high (28)

low (32)

-0.31

-0.61

high (29)

low (31)

-0.33

-0.67

2.58

1.42

0.10
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DISCUSSION
The results of this study failed to confirm the
main hypothesis that right handed males and females who
earned the highest JOLO scores would exhibit more
pseudoneglect than subjects who earned lower scores.
The secondary hypothesis that subjects who exhibit low
COWA scores and high JOLO scores would exhibit the
strongest pseudoneglect also failed to be confirmed.
Analysis of the data, however,

suggested that

pseudoneglect as defined by left errors on long line
(100 mm.) paper and pencil bisection trials,

is only

modestly stable over time and that there may be a
difference between males and females in the
demonstration of the phenomenon.

In addition,

long

lines on the paper and pencil measure were more
reliable in measuring pseudoneglect than long lines on
the computer task or short lines on both tasks.
Correlations and Reliability
The basic assumption made for this study was that
proficiency of right hemisphere processing as measured
by JOLO would correlate strongly with the severity of
pseudoneglect as measured by negative percent deviation
scores on the line bisection tasks.

82

Significant
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negative correlations between JOLO and the line
bisection measures

(B1 and B2) were therefore expected.

This expectation was not met.

In addition,

the

standards for test-retest or interform (paper and
pencil vs. computer task) reliability for the dependent
measures

(B1 and B2) were violated at the initial stage

of data analysis.
Correlation of the paper and pencil
computer

(Bl) and

(B2) line bisection measures suggested that

the assessment of visual perception using these tasks
yield non-comparable results.

There were only weak

correlations between long and short lines from either
task indicating that these different length bisection
tasks were measuring different behavior.

Test-retest

reliability for these measures was also poor.

There

was a modest correlation for B1L (long lines), but BIS,
B2S, and B2L were only weakly correlated.

The lack of

reliability for these measures showed the dependent
measures to be non-equivalent and suggested that only
paper and pencil long line bisection scores were
somewhat stable over time.

These results do not match

previously published test-retest coefficients for paper
and pencil line bisection (.84 - .93)

(Schenkenberg,
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Bradford, and Ajax,

1980), and while there are no

published data for the computer task, these data do not
support the utility of this measure.
a l ., however,

Schenkenberg et

employed brain injured and general

medical patients and used lines ranging from 100 - 200
mm.

The subject population (college students) and

length of lines

(20 mm. and 100 mm.) for this study did

not compare with Schenkenberg’s groups and tests.
Future research would benefit by matching the line
lengths of Schenkenberg’s test to attempt to improve
reliability of the dependent measure.

As a result of

these reliability problems, the interpretation of other
results was regarded as questionable.
Another expectation, the lack of correlation
between JOLO and COWA, was satisfied.

It was

reasonable to assume that these independent measures
were measuring right hemisphere (JOLO) and left
hemisphere (COWA) proficiency.

Correlations between

these and the dependent measures, however, were
contrary to expectations.

There were no significant

correlations between JOLO and the line bisection
measures, but COWA was mildly correlated with the short
line bisection scores.

These findings suggested that
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left deviation (pseudoneglect) may have been determined
by an interaction of hemisphere activity that this
study was not designed to assess.
The weak positive correlations between COWA and
the short line scores suggested that,
COWA scores increased,

in some cases, as

line bisection errors increased.

It is possible that the short lines on B1 were more
easily judged relative to the pencil tip than the long
lines, while the short lines on B2 were subject to
space counting with the cursor movement more easily
than the long lines.

If these strategies were

employed, they may have created a tendency for subjects
to verbally encode the task thereby decreasing the
involvement of the right hemisphere.

Future studies

using a computer task might employ a mouse-type
pointing device to avoid the cursor effect.

The result

of processing a visual-spatial task with verbal
strategies may have increased the error of short line
scores while the length of the long lines may have
decreased the probability of verbal processing by
making verbal strategies impractical due to increased
spatial processing demands.
Bradshaw and Gates

(1978) reported data lo suggest
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that females may preferentially verbally encode novel
visual-spatial stimuli.

While their study demonstrated

this effect for females,

it is possible that this

tendency exists to a lesser degree in males.

For this

study, the short lines may have lent themselves more
easily to verbal encoding strategies such as those
mentioned above, which would account for the mild
significant correlations with COWA.
In another study, Deutsch,
and Eisenberg

Bourbon, Papanicolaou,

(1988) suggested that visual-spatial

stimulation presented in right hemispace to the left
hemisphere may be verbally encoded before being
spatially processed due to left hemisphere
"specialization" for verbal processing.
this effect in both males and females.

They observed
When taken

together with the findings of Bradshaw and Gates,

it is

possible that in the present study some verbal encoding
strategy may be the preferred mode of visual
information processing regardless of hemispace
stimulated, and any relationship between right
hemisphere processing and pseudoneglect may have been
obscured in the "noise" related to subjects using left
hemisphere processing on this s t u d y’s tasks.
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Another way to explain the difference between B1
and B2 was the motor involvement required for each
task.

For Bl, the subject was required to cross the

right arm in front to bisect the line on the page and
may have occasionally crossed the right hand into
contralateral space which has been shown to activate
both hemispheres and induce verbal encoding strategies
(Heilman, Watson,

and Valenstein,

1985).

The position

of the hand relative to the line in the visual field
may also have created a "kinesthetic" anchor for the
bisection task as the line was compared to the position
and size of the hand.

This information may have

provided visual cues which helped determine the
midpoint of the lines and with the activation of the
left hemisphere may have increased the liklihood of
verbal e n c o d i n g .
For B2, the subject kept the right hand positioned
on two adjacent computer keys located in the lower
right visual quadrant.

On this task the s u bj ec t ’s hand

did not cross into contralateral space and there was no
visual cue from the hand comparison to the line.
possible, however,

It is

that the right hand motor influence

and/or the ability to use cursor space counting to
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facilitate verbal encoding on short lines may account
for the Bl and B2 short line positive correlations with
COWA scores.

The fact that COWA was not significant

for long line scores may add credence to the idea that
long lines may have been more difficult to verbally
encode.

Pseudoneglect
Analysis of the line bisection data revealed that
pseudoneglect, as defined by left deviation scores on
B l , occurred in this population.

The mean of all

trials (long and short lines) was negative

(left

deviation) and significantly different from zero for
both males and females.

Long line and short line score

means were also negative and significantly different
from zero deviation with the exception of long line
scores for females, which were not significantly
different from zero.

This finding suggests the

presence of a sex difference for long line scores.
The three operational definitions employed to
quantify the presence and extent of pseudoneglect for
this population revealed that subjects were not equally
distributed across left, middle, and right groups.
each definition,

there were significantly fewer

For
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subjects in both left and right groups than would be
expected by chance.

More subjects fell in the left

group (17) than the right group (3) for definition 1
(mean deviation),

and there were only left (6) and

middle group scores for definition 3 (10/12
deviations).

These results indicated that

pseudoneglect did not occur for all subjects, but more
subjects exhibited left deviations

(pseudoneglect) than

right deviations.
The groups based on definition 2 (standard
deviation) were more equal for left and right groups
than for definitions 1 or 3, but this definition
ignored the overall central tendency of the
distribution.

Although on theoretical grounds,

definition 3 appeared to be the most stringent one to
use in the test of the proposed model, due to the
number of subjects in the groups,
grounds,

on statistical

definition 2 was the best to test the model of

the relationships between line bisection scores, JOLO
and COWA.

There was a significant mean difference

between the middle and left groups for JOLO scores
which suggested that JOLO scores were higher for the
middle group than the left group.

A significant
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curvilinear relationship was found for JOLO and Bl
scores by polynomial regression.

Regressions for long

and short lines seperately were not significant, which
may have been due to reduced statistical power from
decreasing the number of observations when long and
short line trials were analysed seperately.
The results of the regression suggested that JOLO
accounted for approximately 12% of the variance in Bl
scores and the highest JOLO scores were associated with
pseudoneglect at the asymptote of the regression curve,
which fell to the left of the mean.

As both right and

left deviations on Bl became more extreme, however,
JOLO scores went down.

This relationship reflected

extreme error for higher and lower pseudoneglect
scores, which may have been due to careless responses,
or perhaps due to dysfunctional right hemisphere
processing.

As JOLO has been shown to measure right

hemisphere proficiency,

gross misjudgement of the line

may have reflected right hemisphere impairment as it
would in a clinical population.

But assuming that the

screening process for subjects was accurate,

it was

likely that the extreme pseudoneglect scores may have
represented careless responses on the line bisection
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tasks and/or on the JOLO.

For the population in this

study, controls for the experiment could have been
improved if the subjects were run individually and room
distraction minimized.

It may have also been helpful

to match subjects for IQ.
From the results of analyses of the pseudoneglect
definitions,

it appeared that pseudoneglect did exist

in this population though not in the manner
hypothesized by the interhemispheric model.

While

pseudoneglect was shown by some but not all subjects,
the curvilinear relationship between JOLO and Bl was
contrary to the linear relationship predicted by the
model.

This finding and the low

reliability of

dependent measures suggested that the model proposed
for this study was inadequate, and would probably be so
even if the dependent measures were not so unreliable.
The Interhemispheric Model
The results of the polynomial regression showed a
curvilinear relationship between Bl scores and JOLO.
The regressions of B1L and BIS, however, were not
significant.

This may have been due to the decreased

number of observations when the scores were analysed
separately or the possibility that there was no
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curvilinear relationship for these variables.

The

later may have been the case as there were no JOLO
differences between the left, middle, and right sided
error groups for pseudoneglect definitions 1 and 3.
Because the curvilinear relationship was not predicted,
and there was no significant relationship found for
B1L, and B1L was by far the most reliable dependent
measure of this study,

it was decided to test the

interhemispheric model with B1L to examine the variance
associated with the independent variables.

Another

reason to examine the relationships between independent
variables and B1L was the lack of significance from
zero for female long line scores on the T-tests.

This

finding raised the question of a possible sex
difference in scores on B1L.
The model of hemisphere interaction proposed for
this study was that subjects with the highest JOLO
scores (right hemisphere activity) would score lowest
on COWA (left hemisphere activity) and exhibit the most
pseudoneglect.

Results of linear regression and ANOVA

procedures suggested that this model was inaccurate and
it is possible that the model of hemisphere interaction
proposed for this study was oversimplified.

The
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proposed model was based on the assumptions that JOLO
and COWA were valid measures of right and left
hemisphere processing and that the line bisection tasks
would preferentially activate right hemisphere
processing in the same manner as the JOLO.

While JOLO

and COWA appeared to be valid, there was no support for
the second assumption based on the results gathered.
Sex Differences
An unexpected finding for this study was the sex
difference revealed in regression and ANOVA procedures.
These data suggested that males scored higher on the
JOLO than females and also exhibited more pseudoneglect
than females.

What is surprising, however,

is that

even among males, there was not a significant
correlation between JOLO and B1L.
(Deutsch, Bourbon, Papanicolaou,

Previous research
and Eisenberg,

1988)

has shown that there is a powerful tendency for males
and females to use verbal processing strategies on many
visuospatial tasks, and this may be what has happened
here.

In addition,

it appeared that sex alone

predicted very little of the variance in the group
models, but the differences in performance of males and
females was significant for JOLO and B 1 L . This may be
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explained,

in part, by the greater hemispheric

asymmetry for males compared to females.
Birrini, Della Salla, Spinnler, Sterzi, and Vallar
(1982)

have shown that unilaterally the left hemisphere

was more accurate for word recognition and the right
hemisphere was more accurate for recognition of spatial
diagrams for both males and females.
presented to both hemispheres,

When stimuli were

females showed a greater

tendency to use verbal encoding strategies than males.
The authors also suggested, however, that with dual
hemisphere projection, males may also tend to
preferentially employ verbal encoding, though not as
readily as females.

This finding may be consistent

with information presented by McGlone

(1985) which

suggests that both hemispheres are more specialized for
males while for females verbal and spatial processing
is more bilaterally diffuse.

In this model McGlone

suggests that there may be greater dependence for males
than for females on the left hemisphere for speech, and
there may also be a greater dependence for males than
for females on the right hemisphere for visual-spatial
processing.

If males exhibit more lateralized right

hemisphere processing as suggested by McGlone,

but also
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tend to verbally encode information presented to either
hemisphere as suggested by Birrini e t . a l . , then an
inconsistency between spatial encoding and verbal
encoding is more likely to appear for m a l e s ’
performance than for females.

This would explain why

males showed more inconsistency in processing
(pseudoneglect) than females for this study.
Pseudoneglect and Right Hemisphere Activity
What is most interesting about these findings is
that in spite of the significantly better performance
of males on the JOLO and more pseudoneglect exhibited
by males, there was not a significant correlation
between JOLO and B1L scores.

As pseudoneglect scores

reflecting pseudoneglect are negative and JOLO scores
reflecting right hemisphere activity are positive, we
expected to find a negative correlation between these
variables which did not materialize.
The lack of evidence for the relationship between
JOLO scores and pseudoneglect

(negative scores on line

bisection) suggest that the "specialization" of the
right hemisphere for visual-spatial processing may be
oversimplified.

It is possible that the motor activity

of the right hand on either task may have been
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sufficient to activate both hemispheres and induce some
verbal encoding strategy.

While the assumption of left

hand movement activating the right hemisphere has been
shown to be weak, hand movement may act in conjunction
with other factors,

such as verbal encoding, to induce

dual hemisphere activation
Valenstein,

(Heilman, Watson, and

1985).

In addition to the possibility that verbal
encoding may be preferential for males and females,

it

may also be possible that longer lines are more
difficult to verbally

encode and it may be more

efficient to process them in

terms of spatial

relationship to the stimulus field.

This might help

account for the short line correlations with COWA.
Under these circumstances,

the tendency for females to

be more bilaterally diffuse in the organization of
verbal and spatial processing than males

(McGlone,

1985) suggests that their ability to perform more
accuratley on B1L may

be due to the utilization of both

hemispheres.

sense, the tendency for males to

In this

exhibit more pseudoneglect than females may be taken as
weak and indirect evidence that pseudoneglect is a
phenomenon of right hemisphere processing.
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It appears obvious from the results of this study
that assuming an elementary model of hemisphere
processing does not contribute to a further
understanding of the pseudoneglect phenomenon.

A

better approach for further research would be to
attempt to understand how much the motor involvement
required by the paper and pencil measure contributes to
the demonstration of pseudoneglect.

In this study it

appeared that by decreasing motor requirements on the
line bisection task (B2) the magnitude of pseudoneglect
was decreased.

This suggests the possibility that

pseudoneglect may be more related to motor processing
than perceptual processing.

Once again, however,

this

may be an insufficient explanation as the demonstration
of males exhibiting more pseudoneglect than females
suggests.

What seems most likely is that sex

differences in pseudoneglect result from an unspecified
interaction between males being more asymmetrically
organized than females and the motor demands for the
paper and pencil line bisection task.

Further research

may examine these questions by increasing controls for
verbal encoding and motor activity.
In addition to the possibility that the model of
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hemispheric interaction proposed for this study may
have been oversimplified, there were other factors
which may have contributed to the results.

First,

the

ages and number of subjects may have created a
restriction of range as the sample was heavily weighted
with subjects in the 19 to 22 year old range.

Second,

the performance levels on JOLO and COWA were not
matched.

The range of COWA scores was from the

defective to the superior range of performance while
the range for JOLO was from severely defective to
superior.

This may have adversely affected the

correlation between these measures and the dependent
measures.

The extreme scores on JOLO and COWA may have

also indicated that the screening procedure was
inneffective and some scores represented verbal or
spatial processing deficits not found in other
normative populations.
Future research in this area should consider
matching subjects more closely for JOLO and COWA scores
while increasing the sample size and age variability of
the population.

It would also be necessary to improve

on the reliability of dependent measures perhaps by
using only paper and pencil bisection tasks and
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increasing the number of trials and length of lines to
more closely approximate previously published
reliability data.

Under these conditions it would be

interesting to replicate and more fully explore the
curvilinear relationship between Bl and JOLO.

While

this study did not confirm the hypothesis that
pseudoneglect was related to right hemisphere activity,
there was enough evidence to suggest that under better
controlled circumstances, more can be learned about
this relationship.
Overall,

this study demonstrated that

pseudoneglect clearly occurred in this population for
some but not all males and females as defined by left
deviation scores on a paper and pencil line bisection
task consisting of lines 100 mm.

long. The phenomenon

was stronger for males than for females and was only
somewhat stable over time.

It was clear from the

results that the poor reliability of measures,
number of subjects,

small

and inadequate experimental

controls made any conclusive test of the proposed model
beyond the scope of the present study.
A better way to answer the questions posed by this
study would be to start more simply and better define
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the relationship between JOLO and pseudoneglect.

If

the subjects were matched for sex, age, JOLO range, and
intelligence, and the line bisection measure was
reliable,

it would be possible to clarify the

relationship between pseudoneglect and right hemisphere
processing.

From this base,

subsequent research could

build toward a better test of the interhemispheric
model. A problem that remains, however,

is the finding

that pseudoneglect does not occur for all subjects.
the step-wise research suggested,

In

it may be possible at

each level to further define the characteristics of the
person who consistently exhibits pseudoneglect.

From

the results of this study, we can only suggest that the
ideal pseudoneglect research subject is male and may
demonstrate the effect with poor stability on a 100 mm.
line bisection task.
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Appendix A
Screening Questionaire for Neuropsychological
Impairment
Please indicate:

your sex
M
F
your age
the hand you write with
Right
Left

Please answer yes or no to the following questions.
Have you ever experienced:
a head injury with a loss of consciousness.
seizures of any kind.

Y

Y

N

N

central nervous system disease (meningitis,
encephalitis, etc.).
Y
N
a stroke.

Y

N

electro-convulsive shock treatment.
brain surgery.

Y

Y

N

N

current visual problems not corrected by glasses.
Y
N
This study has been described to me, and I
volunteer to participate in i t . I have been informed
that I can withdraw from this study at any time without
prejudice.
This consent is freely granted prior to my
participation in any aspect of this study.

Subject

Witness

Subject number

Date
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Appendix B
Judgement of Line Orientation
Stimulus and Response Set

z

10

1

•
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Appendix C
Line Bisection Test

Long lines presented one to a page

Short lines presented one to a page
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